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Abstra t
In this paper we provide a novel performan e evaluation methodology and
fair

omparison of the most relevant MAC-network

e ient geo-routing in the

ross-layer proposals for

ontext of vehi ular networks.

In parti ular,

GeoNetworking, the standard European network layer proto ol for vehi leto-vehi le (V2V)
(CBF) as basi

ommuni ations, proposes Contention-Based Forwarding

forwarding me hanism, whi h

an be also implemented at

MAC layer in order to optimize its operation. A
formal des ription of dierent proposals for su h

ategorization and unied
ontention-based me ha-

nisms is provided. We not only qualitatively dis uss them, but also derive
a more pre ise mathemati al des ription of the operation of the proposals.
Then we put forward a
man e in the

ommon framework for the analysis of their perfor-

riti al s enario of emergen y warning delivery. Interestingly,

with this model the performan e metri s
vehi le sele ts its

an be

omputed even when ea h

ontention slot in a dierent way, unlike other models.

This approa h is validated by a thorough evaluation of the sele ted proposals in single-hop and multi-hop s enarios under ideal propagation

onditions

with both the proposed model and simulations. Finally, these te hniques are
also evaluated under more realisti

fading

onditions and

ompared with the

purely network-layer implementation of CBF.
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1. Introdu tion
Intervehi le

ommuni ations based on wireless te hnologies pave the way

for innovative appli ations in tra

safety, driver-assistan e, tra

ontrol

and other advan ed servi es whi h will make up future Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [1℄.

Communi ations for Vehi ular Ad-Ho

Net-

works (VANETs) have been developed and standardized over the last years.
At the moment, a dedi ated short range
has been allo ated to vehi ular

ommuni ation (DSRC) bandwidth

ommuni ations at 5.9 GHz and both Amer-

i an and European standards [2℄ have adopted IEEE 802.11p as the physi al
and medium a
a

ess with

ess

ontrol (MAC) layers, based on

arrier-sense multiple

ollision avoidan e (CSMA/CA) [3℄.

At the network layer, European standards [4℄ spe ify the GeoNetworking
proto ol as the default network layer proto ol for vehi le-to-vehi le (V2V)
ommuni ations. It is a geo-routing proto ol, that is, pa ket forwarding is
based on the geographi al positions of the nodes. GeoNetworking supports
the

ommuni ation among individual ITS stations as well as the distribution

of pa kets in geographi al areas. As basi
dard proposes

Greedy Forwarding

and

forwarding algorithms, the stan-

Contention-Based Forwarding (CBF)

[5℄. With the former the sour e sele ts the most distant known neighbor as
the next forwarder.

With the latter, the pa ket is broad ast and ea h re-

eiver station de ides whether it be omes the next hop (forwarding router)
a

ording to its position: Upon re eiving a pa ket, all re eivers start a timer

whose timeout depends on the spe i

position of the re eiver, usually in-

versely proportional to the distan e to the sour e. The major advantage of
CBF is that it provides an impli it reliability me hanism in

ase the most

suitable forwarder does not re eive the pa ket, whi h in highly dynami

en-

vironments, su h as those of vehi ular networks, is quite likely.
As dened by the standard, CBF is

ompletely implemented at the net-

work layer. However, CBF might be also implemented dire tly at the MAC
layer, in order to optimize its operation. For instan e, implementing CBF at
MAC layer should result in lower laten y, sin e forwarding delay is removed
and only a

ess delay

ounts. This is an example of

ross-layer

design, whi h

is widely used in vehi ular networks [6℄. Cross-layer design allows information to be ex hanged and shared a ross layer boundaries in order to enable
more e ient and robust proto ols. Over the last years there have been a
number of su h

ross-layer proposals aimed at optimizing the operation of

geo-routing [7, 8℄ as well as general purpose MAC approa hes whi h

ould

also be used quite ee tively in this framework [9, 10℄.
In this paper we provide a

omparative evaluation of the most relevant
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MAC-network

ross-layer proposals for e ient CBF geo-routing in the

text of vehi ular networks. We fo us on

on-

ontention-based MAC me hanisms

for wireless nodes. The majority of them are based on the CSMA/CA me hanism, whose operation and performan e
rameters, namely:

an be

ontrolled by several pa-

ontention window size, random and deterministi

sense intervals as well as the probability distribution for the

arrier

ontention slots

sele tion. Overall, it results in multiple degrees of freedom to optimize the
medium a

ess operation a

ording to the most

riti al fun tionality oered

by the network. In parti ular, for vehi ular networks, the most important
fun tionality is the delivery of geographi ally-addressed messages, whi h as
mentioned before is performed by the GeoNetworking proto ol.
ases, this delivery might be

In some

riti al, for instan e, in safety-related appli a-

tions whi h rely and are built on top of the fun tionality of the geo-routing
proto ol. In that

ase, optimizing the operation of the MAC layer may be

a design requirement even independently of the network layer proto ol. Not
only emergen y messages benet from optimized operation of the MAC layer,
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but also more general-purpose appli ations, sin e all of them

work on top of

GeoNetworking. Therefore, the goal of the evaluated proposals is to optimize
the operation of the GeoNetworking proto ol (in the network layer) by sele ting appropriate MAC operation parameters. The in reased
to

omplexity due

ross-layer intera tion is traded o with some benet in performan e, su h

as an in rease in the speed of pa ket advan e, whi h

ould not be a hieved in

a layer-independent approa h. In summary, GeoNetworking isolated at the
network layer provides very limited room for optimization, apart from the
adjustment of the timer parameters. On the

ontrary, the

ross-layer design

opens a variety of alternatives for the optimization of its performan e, whi h
should result in the improvement of the servi e/appli ations whi h operate
on top of it.
We rst briey review and dis uss both te hniques spe i ally addressing
vehi ular networks and general-purpose proposals, whi h
VANETs. Later we evaluate them, fo using on the most

an be adapted to

riti al fun tionality,

that is, the delivery of emergen y messages to a parti ular lo ation in multihop s enarios.
a

This way we dene a baseline s enario in order to provide

omparison as fair as possible of the performan e of dierent proposals

regarding the

1

riti al fun tionality.

At least most of the Vehi le-to-Vehi le (V2V) appli ations, sin e the standard spe ies

GeoNetworking as a network layer proto ol that provides pa ket routing in an ad ho
network. Vehi le-to-Infrastru ture (V2I) appli ations might use dierent network layers.
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The main

•

ontributions of this paper are thus the following:

We provide a unied formal des ription of the dis ussed te hniques
in terms of the form that takes both the random and/or deterministi
delays of the

ontention me hanism. Unlike previous works [11, 12, 13℄,

we do not only qualitatively des ribe the operation of the

ontention

me hanism, but also extra t a more pre ise mathemati al des ription
of it, whi h is later used in a

•

We provide a

ommon evaluation framework.

ommon framework for the performan e analysis of the

dierent te hniques in the baseline s enario and dene several metri s
of interest. That is, we perform a simplied sto hasti
proposals.

analysis of the

The results are exa t for one-hop s enarios and approxi-

mated, yet a

urate enough, for multi-hop s enarios, as we shall show.

It makes it a useful numeri al tool for a qui k evaluation of new proposals and me hanism variations, as we also illustrate with examples.
Moreover, it is spe i ally aimed at the
their

ase in whi h vehi les sele t

ontention slots in dierent ways, unlike other available models

[14, 15, 16, 17℄.

•

The evaluated proposals have been also simulated to validate our results. We provide a thorough evaluation of the dierent proposals for
both ideal and realisti

s enarios and

ompare them with the basi

CBF

me hanism spe ied by the standard. Our results show that there is
little dieren e between them under realisti
should be taken into a

hannel

The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows.
reviewed in Se tion 2.

onditions, whi h

ount in the design of new proposals.

Se tion 3 provides a

Related work is

ategorization and formal de-

s ription of the sele ted me hanisms. In Se tion 4, after the des ription of
the referen e s enario, an analyti al model for the performan e evaluation of
the sele ted proto ols is developed, whi h is then used to provide a

ompar-

ative evaluation of the dierent te hniques for the single-hop and multi-hop
ases. In Se tion 6 we exemplify the use of our model as a qui k evaluation
tool for dierent

ombinations of the te hniques. Realisti

s enarios are in-

vestigated and dis ussed next in Se tion 7, in luding the evaluation of the
basi

CBF proto ol proposed by the standard. Con luding remarks are given

in Se tion 8.
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2. Related Work
We

an nd in the literature a number of surveys

routing proto ols for VANETs [11, 12, 13℄.
the
a

ategorizing dierent

Beyond that, in addition to

ategorization of routing proto ols, in [18℄ and [19℄ the authors provide

lassi ation of intervehi le

ommuni ation appli ations and examine the

suitability of dierent routing proto ols to ea h appli ation
it is

lass. In general,

on luded that position-based routing and geo- asting are more ee tive

than other routing proto ols for VANETs. Several works [20, 21, 22℄ survey
this spe i

type of proto ols.

In parti ular, in [22℄ geo-routing proto ols

are grouped into sender-based and re eiver-based, being this last

ategory in

whi h our evaluated proposals would fall.
On the other hand, a thorough survey and general overview of
layer design for VANETs

an be found in [6℄. In this paper we fo us on the

most relevant MAC-network

ross-layer proposals in the

ontext of vehi ular

networks. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work spe i ally
rizing

ross-layer te hniques based on the

atego-

ontention stage of the MAC layer

for e ient geo-routing in VANETs. And in addition to the proto ol
ation, we develop a

ross-

lassi-

ommon framework for the performan e analysis of the

dierent proto ols, whi h is also validated through simulation. The majority
of existing surveys merely des ribe qualitatively the dierent proto ols and
only a few of them perform simulations for

omparative purposes. However,

unlike our work, formal des riptions and analyti al models for qui k numeri al evaluation of the dierent proposals are rarely provided. In this latter
regard, dierent analyti al models
of them

an be found in [14, 15, 16, 17℄, but none

an be applied when ea h vehi le sele ts its

ontention time slot in

a dierent way.

3. Des ription of Proposals
In this se tion we

ategorize and des ribe MAC proposals whi h either

have been spe i ally proposed to be used to improve the operation of a
geo-routing proto ol, su h as GeoNetworking, or are general-purpose but
an be adapted

onveniently for this

ontext. The proposals are briey de-

s ribed qualitatively but their operation is also formally expressed in terms
of random and deterministi
tion we dis uss

delays in a unied way.

In the next subse -

ommon operational aspe ts whi h we assume that hold for

all the proposals, establish the main assumptions and the basi
and

ompare them to the usual operation of the IEEE 802.11
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notation

Distributed

Coordination Fun tion
tive at ea h

(DCF) [3℄. We briey des ribe the most representa-

ategory, whi h are the ones sele ted for

omparison, and later

summarize all the mentioned proposals in Table 1.

3.1. Common Des ription of the Contention Me hanisms
From now on we assume that all vehi les use a basi
a

ess with

to transmit rst monitors the
given
the

arrier sense multiple

ollision avoidan e (CSMA/CA). A station with a new pa ket
hannel a tivity. If the

deterministi time interval, tD ,

hannel is idle for a

the station transmits.

hannel is sensed busy (either immediately or during

keeps on listening to the

hannel until it is measured idle for

point, the station generates a
mitting. If the

Otherwise, if

tD ),

the station

tD .

At this

random ba ko time interval, tR , before trans-

hannel has been idle for the duration of the random interval,

the station transmits the pa ket. This basi
802.11 DCF. In that

ase,

tD

operation

oin ides with IEEE

equals one of the dened interframe spa es,

usually the DCF Interframe Spa e (DIFS). In our des ription of the proposals, in order to fa ilitate a

tR

ommon analysis, we assume that both

tD

and

times are dis retized, that is, that their values are an integer multiple of

some arbitrarily small time slot

σ,

as is in fa t dened in the standard [3℄.

In DCF, the duration of the slotted ba ko time
in the range

[0, CW ],

alled the

tR

is uniformly

hosen

ontention window (CW). The value of

for uni ast pa kets is doubled every time an unsu

CW

essful transmission o -

urs. For broad ast pa kets, there is no a knowledgment or error re overy
pro edure and so

CW

remains

onstant all the time. In fa t, vehi ular

muni ations are mainly broad ast in nature and all the proposals

om-

onsidered

here do not modify the window size as a result of an error. Moreover, unlike
DCF, we assume that the slots of

tR

an be

hosen from arbitrary probabil-

ity distributions. Additionally, to a hieve fairness and avoid
with DCF, the ba ko time

hannel

ounter is de remented only when the

sensed idle, and frozen when a transmission is dete ted on the

apture

hannel is
hannel. In

vehi ular networks, the main goal of a CBF me hanism is to sele t the next
forwarder and, on e a node has retransmitted a pa ket, the remaining nodes
an el the pending pa ket. As as

onsequen e, the ba ko timer is reset, and

there is no timer suspension in pra ti e. All the previous arguments allows
us to assume that a memoryless ba ko pro edure is in use.
To summarize, in the next subse tions we
ols a

olle ted proto-

ording to the way they modify the standard ba ko sele tion method

des ribed above and sele t the
purpose, let us dene the total
ple of a

ategorize the

σ

hannel sensing ( ontention) delay. To this
ontention delay tL , whi h is an integer multi-

time slot and determines the exa t time a node has to wait before
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it is allowed to transmit a frame, that is, the time it founds the medium

tL = tD + tR is the sum of two terms: a deterministi term, tD ,
tR , any of whi h an be zero in general. Therefore, the
are lassied a ording to the way tD and tR are sele ted.

idle. Then,

and a random one,
proto ols

Throughout the rest of the paper we use also the following notation: an
index

v

is used to identify a vehi le, the fun tion

distan e between two points,

xs , xd and xv dene
node v , respe tively.

Rtx

dist(x, y)

is the Eu lidean

is the transmission range of a vehi le and

the position of the sour e, the destination and the

σ duration is
tL , tD and tR

Let us also remark that the time slot

not shown in the equations to simplify notation, that is,

are dimensionless integers, even though sometimes are referred to as time
intervals in the dis ussions. To regain time, they should be multiplied by

σ.

3.2. Deterministi Strategies
First, we

onsider the approa hes that use a pure deterministi

This approa h works well when the delay is sele ted a
rion whi h makes it unique among the

delay.

ording to some

rite-

ontending nodes. This te hnique is

usually implemented at the network layer, and, in a typi al non

ross-layer

design, it would operate on top of a standard MAC, su h as 802.11, whi h
would add a random delay. Hen e, it should be
whi h

tD

ompare the advantages of a

takes a deterministi

lay,

tmax ,

onsidered the baseline to

ross-layer MAC-network design. Thus,

value between

tmin

and a maximum forwarding de-

as a fun tion of sele ted parameters. For ea h vehi le

v

within the

transmission range this waiting time is given by:

tD (v) = tmax · (1 − F (v)) + tmin ,
where

F

(1)

is a fun tion that quanties the advantage obtained from a node

being the next forwarder.

The sele tion of this fun tion depends on the

parti ular appli ation or the target obje tive of the broad ast pro ess.
is usually a

ontinuous fun tion and therefore

In a real implementation, it

tD

takes a

annot a tually take a

ontinuous value, and

so nodes providing a similar advantage (near values of the fun tion
sele t an identi al ba ko value.

As a

F (v)

ontinuous value.

F)

may

onsequen e, a ner dis retization

(in our notation, a shorter time slot) in reases the e ien y of this method.
An advantage of implementing these te hniques at the MAC layer is that
the delays might be potentially mu h shorter, but at the
higher implementation
been proposed in other

omplexity.

ost of a mu h

Though several of these s hemes have

ontexts [23℄, we des ribe the main representative

examples for vehi ular networks.
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• CBF

[5℄ and

Role-Based

[24℄. CBF is one of the me hanisms spe -

ied for the GeoNetworking proto ol [4℄. Basi ally, in vehi ular networks the delay is sele ted a

ording to the distan e from the sour e,

as originally des ribed in [5℄, and may be rened with other vehi le
parameters [24℄, resulting in a typi al advantage fun tion



dist(xs , xd ) − dist(xv , xd )
F (v) = max 0,
Rtx
A



.

(2)

lear disadvantage of this fun tion is that it depends on the sele ted

value for the transmission range

Rtx ,

whi h is unknown and random

in real s enarios, and may result in performan e degradation.

3.3. Random Strategies: Contention Window Modi ation
We now turn to purely MAC approa hes. First, we des ribe approa hes
that only employ the

ontention window range to adapt the

hannel a

me hanism to the intended goal. Vehi les dynami ally establish a
range a

ording to some

lassi ation

riterion. Two main approa hes

be found, whi h dier essentially in whether the sele ted
ranges

ess

ontention
an

ontention window

an overlap.

3.3.1. Overlapped Contention Windows Assignment
In this

ase, ea h vehi le

fun tion of some given
tions of the basi

v

riterion.

omputes its individual value

CW (v)

as a

In fa t, most of the proposals are varia-

CBF s heme with more rened utility fun tions, based on

multiple parameters. So, for ea h vehi le

v

the value of

tR

is sele ted from

a uniform distribution as:

tR (v) ∼ U (0, CW (v)).
In all

ases under

and given a

(3)

onsideration, the deterministi

term

tD

is also used

onstant value, usually a DIFS, ex ept for the EDCA* proposal,

as we dis uss later.

• Fast Broad ast

[7℄. This proto ol was designed to redu e the time

required by a message to propagate from the sour e to the farthest
node in a

ertain strip-shaped area-of-interest, and it is based on a dis-

tributed me hanism for the estimation of the
mobile nodes,

R̂tx .

The

ommuni ation range of

ontention window for ea h vehi le is omputed
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based on its position in the estimated

ommuni ation range using the

next formula:

CW (v) = ⌊CWmin +
+
where

CWmax

and

(4)

R̂tx − dist(xs , xv )
R̂tx

CWmin

(CWmax − CWmin )⌋,

are the maximum and minimum

window sizes. This is a variation of the basi

ontention

CBF s heme dis ussed

earlier, but implemented at the MAC layer and rened with the estimation pro edure for the transmission range.

This latter renement

makes it suitable for a real deployment, but at the
proto ol overhead and

• EDCA*

[3℄.

ost of in reased

omplexity.

Within this

ategory of proto ols we also in lude the

EDCA me hanism, used by the 802.11p standard [3℄, by whi h dierent
lasses of frames

to a

an be given priority over another in their

ess the medium. It denes up to four a

ess

ompetition

ategories (ACs) of

frames, ea h of whi h has its own queue. Ea h frame arriving at the
MAC layer with a priority is mapped into one of the four possible
ACs. The priority advantage is the result of modifying two parameters
of the proto ol.

The rst one is the

CW

the minimum and maximum

ontention window size; both

values

an be

ongured per AC.

The se ond parameter is the delay after the medium goes idle before
a

ontender either begins a transmission or initiates a ba ko. So, for

ea h parti ular AC the delays

tD

and

tR

are

omputed as follows:

tD (AC) = SIF S + AIF SN [AC],

(5)

tR (AC) ∼ U (0, CW [AC]),

(6)

where SIFS (short interframe spa e) and AIFSN (arbitration interframe spa e number) are proto ol parameters. Obviously, this s heme
an be adapted to optimize the operation of the network layer in dierent ways. Any of the utility fun tions dis ussed so far may be used to
map the frame to an AC. For instan e, the transmission range
split into four intervals and mapped to the ACs a

an be

ording to the vehi le

position relative to the sour e. Let us note that in the following evaluation we fo us on broad ast

ommuni ations and so we assume EDCA

works also with no window size in rease and ba ko timer suspension,
that is, as a memoryless ba ko, and therefore we
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all it EDCA*.

3.3.2. Disjoint Contention Windows Assignment
This method involves dividing the range
intervals,

I1 , . . . , Im ,

[0, CW ] into m non-overlapping

so that ea h vehi le, depending on its priority, sele ts

a ba ko value randomly from one of the
length of ea h interval

Ii

is

Wi ,

m

intervals. Assuming that the

the resulting intervals are:

[0, W1 − 1] , [W1 , W1 + W2 − 1] , . . . ,

"m−1
X

m
X

Wi ,

i=1

i=1

#

Wi − 1 .

(7)

We dene the fun tion:

(
0,
wk =
wk−1 + Wk−1 ,
Then, the values of

tD

tR

and

tD (v) =

for
for

+

m
X
k=1

where

µIk (v)

is equal to

1

(8)

are expressed as follows:

DIFS

tR (v) ∼ U

k = 1,
k = 2, . . . , m.

0,

m
X
k=1

v

if vehi le

wk · µIk (v),

(9)

!

Wk · µIk (v) − 1 ,

(10)

is asso iated with interval

Ik

and

0

otherwise.

• Smart Broad ast

[8℄.

A distributed position-aware broad ast pro-

to ol for highway inter-vehi ular networks, whi h is able to guarantee

high reliability, low propagation laten y and redundan y redu tion,
without requiring perfe t knowledge of the network topology.

Given

Rtx , it is partitioned into m adja ent and nonoverlapping se tors numbered from S1 to Sm , starting by the farthest
se tor from the sour e node. Ea h se tor Si is asso iated to a size of
the ontention window Ki , and the disjoint intervals are onstru ted
the transmission range,

as explained before, so that the highest priority

orresponds to the

farthest nodes from the sour e.

3.4. Random Strategies: Probability Distribution Modi ation
In all the pre eding random strategies the ba ko

ounter was sele ted

uniformly within the spe ied

ontention window range, whi h was adjusted

in order to prioritize

ontenders.

ertain
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On the

ontrary, the idea under

this

ategory is to

arefully

hoose a nonuniform probability distribution

that nodes use to randomly sele t their ba ko
ontention window

onstant.

ounters, but keeping the

Depending on the shape and the parti ular

hara teristi s of the probability distribution used, some
more priority to a
If we

ess the

hoose a dis rete probability distribution

ontention window, then the random term
vehi le

v

ontenders will have

hannel than others.

tR

gCW

over the slots of the

of the waiting time for ea h

is given by the probability mass fun tion:

P (tR (v) = j) = gCW (j), j = 0, . . . , CW.
The deterministi

term

tD ,

if present,

an be set to a

(11)

onstant value su h as

DIFS.

• Sift

[9℄. In many situations, the network operation syn hronizes the

medium a

ess of all nodes, that is, all re eivers of a pa ket immedi-

ately be ome potential forwarders and
parti ular

ontend for the medium. In this

ase, in [9℄ it is shown that there exists an optimal distri-

bution for the

ontention slots that maximizes the

probability. Although the optimal distribution
in pra ti e, geometri

ontention su

ess

annot be implemented

distributions approximate the optimal one. So

authors proposed an approximation that uses a trun ated geometri
distribution. The size of the
probability

gCW (j)

of sele ting a

number. The probability of

gCW (j) =
where

ontention window is
ertain slot

hoosing the slot

j
j

onstant, and the

in reases with the slot
is given by:

(1 − α) · αCW +1
· α−(j+1) , j = 0, . . . , CW,
1 − αCW +1

α = gCW (j)/gCW (j + 1)

is a

hara teristi

(12)

oe ient that de-

termines the shape of the probability distribution, and it is adapted to
the estimated number of

ontenders.

The geometri

distribution as-

signs low probability to initial slots, and high probability to the last few
slots in the
of pa ket

ontention window, whi h greatly redu es the probability

ollision.

• COMIC [10℄.

In this work a s heme for ba ko-based

tion is proposed. The

but the uniform

ollision resolu-

ontention window is xed for all the

ontention slot sele tion distribution over

ontenders,

[0, CW ]

is

repla ed by a trun ated normal distribution:

f (j)
, j = 0, . . . , CW,
gCW (j) = R CW
f (r)dr
0
11

(13)

where

f (x) =

− (x−x̄)
2ρ2
√1 e
ρ 2π

2

is the normal probability distribution fun -

tion.
This pro edure is designed for non-broad ast

ommuni ation pro esses

and it is based on the standard Binary Exponential Ba ko pro edure
for
su

ontention window expansion and
ess.

So, for

ontra tion upon

ollision and

onse utive ba ko stages, the shape of the trun-

ated normal distribution is intelligently tuned, adapting the mean
and standard deviation

ρ,

a

sele ted, so that the sele tion likelihood of relatively less
probable

x̄

ording to the ba ko value previously
ollision-

ontention slots is maximized. However, for broad ast

om-

muni ation pro esses there are no retransmission attempts, and therefore there is no history information available, so in this paper
are assigned

 CW 
2

and

q

x̄

and

ρ

CW
2 , respe tively.

As we shall show, both pro edures perform remarkably well in terms
of global transmission su

ess, but unlike the previously dis ussed ones, all

the vehi les have equal su

ess probability. Depending on the appli ation,

this might not be desirable, for instan e, if we want to maximize the pa ket
progress.

3.5. Summary
In Table 1 we summarize the
together with their parti ular

ategorization of the des ribed proto ols,

hara teristi s. Most of the

onsidered pro e-

dures, at least those spe i ally proposed for vehi ular networks, have been
designed to optimize the pa ket advan e. And most of them are variations
of the basi

CBF s heme with rened utility fun tions involving the physi al

state of the vehi le and

ommuni ations, su h as distan e, position or link

quality.
Up to this point we have formally des ribed and qualitatively dis ussed
several alternatives, but attending only to their des ription it is not obvious whi h are the real advantages and drawba ks of the dierent proposals. Moreover, in the literature, they have been evaluated in quite dierent
s enarios and with dierent assumptions and parameters and the results
available are not usually dire tly
se tions, we provide a

omparable.

Therefore, in the following

ommon evaluation sto hasti

model, a set of perfor-

man e metri s and a baseline s enario in order to provide a fair
of the dierent proposals.

12

omparison

Table 1: Summary of broad asting te hniques based on
Classi ation
Deterministi
strategies
Random
strategies

Overlapped
CW
Random
strategies

Disjoint
CW

Random
strategies

Pdf
Modi ation

Kernel Fun tion

Proto ol

tD (v) = tmax · (1 − F (v)) + tmin
tR (v) = 0
(

P (tL (v) = j) =
tD (v) = DIFS

tD (v) = DIFS +

k=1

tR (v) ∼ U
P (tL (v) = j) =

(

0,

m
X

k=1

0,
Pm

k=1



dist(xs , xd ) − dist(xv , xd )
F (v) = max 0,
Rtx

Fast Broad ast

tR (v) ∼ U (0, CW (v))
(
0,
j = 0, . . . , tD (v) − 1
P (tL (v) = j) =
1
CW (v)+1 , j = tD (v), . . . , tD (v) + CW (v)
m
X

Parti ular Chara teristi s

CBF,
RoleBased

1, j = tmax · (1 − F (v)) + tmin
0, j =
6 tmax · (1 − F (v)) + tmin

ontention

$

R̂tx − dist(xs , xv )

CW (v) = CWmin +

R̂tx

%

(CWmax − CWmin )

EDCA*

tD (AC) = SIF S + AIF SN [AC]

Smart
Broad ast

S1 is the farthest se tor from the node
Nodes in Si sele t their ba ko from Ii .

tR (AC) ∼ U (0, CW [AC])

wk · µIk (v)

Wk · µIk (v) − 1

1
Wk ·µIk (v) ,

tD (v) = DIFS

!

j = 0, . . . , tD (v) − 1
Pm
j = tD (v), . . . , tD (v) + k=1 Wk · µIk (v) − 1

tR (v) ∼ gCW
(
0,
j = 0, . . . , tD (v) − 1
P (tL (v) = j) =
gCW (j), j = tD (v), . . . , tD (v) + CW

Rtx = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sm

(1 − α) · αCW +1
· α−(j+1)
1 − αCW +1

Sift

gCW (j) =

COMIC

f (j)
gCW (j) = R CW
,
f (r)dr
0

2
1
− (x−x̄)
f (x) = √ e 2ρ2
ρ 2π

4. Performan e Evaluation Model
In the following se tions we present a

omparative study to show the

performan e of the dis ussed pro edures as forwarding algorithms for the
GeoNetworking proto ol [4℄. The

urrent set of ETSI standards [4℄ requires

the implementation of GeoNetworking in all ITS stations
for

2

as well as its use

ommuni ations over the 5.9 GHz band in Europe, in luding periodi

transmission of safety-related messages. Hen e, new proposals in this eld
should take it into a

ount in their design and they should be evaluated

under this proto ol. Many appli ations with dierent requirements

an be

implemented on top of GeoNetworking, but delivery of emergen y messages is
usually regarded as the most

riti al one. In this

ase, it is typi ally required

that pa kets advan e as mu h and as qui kly as possible. Consequently, we
dene related performan e metri s for the
First we develop a
tion of the MAC

omparison of proposals.

ommon analyti al model. It is based on the abstra -

ontention pro edure by dening a matrix whose elements

are the probabilities of a vehi le sele ting a given
both the deterministi

and the random terms.

ontention delay, in luding
A major advantage of this

approa h is that ea h row of the matrix ree ts the
a given vehi le and
use

2

ontention pro edure of

an be dierent from other rows, that is, vehi les

ompletely dierent

an

ontention pro edures. All the metri s are dened

An Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) station is a vehi le equipped with a wire-

less interfa e whi h implements the ITS

ommuni ations ar hite ture, a

ETSI denition [2℄.
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ording to the

Figure 1: S enario under

onsideration.

as a fun tion of this matrix, and therefore we obtain a unied framework to
ompare the dierent proposals. These performan e metri s provide exa t
results for single-hop s enarios, but for multi-hop s enarios we provide an
approximation algorithm.

4.1. S enario Des ription
The vehi ular network

onsidered here is a strip-shaped area, where vehi-

les are randomly distributed a
of intensity

λ.

The parameter

ording to a one-dimensional Poisson pro ess

λ represents the density of vehi

les on the road,

dened as the average number of vehi les per meter. We assume that ea h
vehi le is equipped with a GPS-like devi e so that ea h node knows its own
geographi al position. We also suppose that all the nodes in the

onsidered

area have syn hronized time s ale.
In this s enario, a broad ast message generated by the sour e node (positioned at the beginning of the area) should be propagated along the strip
in the opposite dire tion of movement, as depi ted in Fig. 1. Ea h broad ast
message

ontains a header eld that in ludes the spatial

oordinates of the

transmitting node, the message propagation dire tion and information about
the destination (a parti ular node or a geographi al area). We also assume
that the broad ast message is
transmission range area

orre tly re eived by all vehi les within the

Rtx , that is, we suppose an ideal deterministi

radio

propagation model with no errors. Upon re eiving the message all the nodes
try to forward it,

ontending to a

ess the

hannel. Therefore, the number of

ontending nodes is also a random variable following a Poisson distribution
with parameter

λRtx .

Let us nally note that the following analysis

an be

applied to any other vehi le position distribution.

4.2. Performan e Metri s for a single hop s enario
We start with the sto hasti

analysis of the proto ols, taking into a -

ount that for the te hniques under evaluation the nodes in the network
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not ne essarily sele t their waiting time with the same probability distribuonstru t a matrix P where P(i, j),
i = 1, . . . , N and j = 0, . . . , W , is the probability of node i sele ting
j time slots of σ duration for hannel sensing before transmitting, that is,
P(i, j) = P (tL (v) = j). Therefore, the dimension of P is N × W , where N
is the number of ontenders and W = maxi tL (v) is the maximum possible

tion nor an equal window size. So, we
with

delay (in slots) that

tL

an be

hosen by any of the nodes. Let us remark that

in ludes both the deterministi

matrix the

and random number of slots. We

delay probability matrix.

For the sake of

larity, we illustrate the

with a brief example.

all this

onstru tion of the matrix

P

Suppose that there are three nodes in the network

that sele t their delays as follows:

•

delay is 0 and the random one is
{0, 1, 2}. Therefore, tL (1) = tD (1) + tR (1) =
tR (1), an take the values 0, 1 or 2, ea h with probability 1/3. tL (1)
annot be greater than 2 slots, so ea h element is 0 for j > 2.

•

For the se ond node the deterministi

For the rst node the deterministi
uniformly sele ted from

uniformly sele ted from

1 + tR (2),
•

delay is

{0, 1, 2}. Therefore,
1, 2 or 3, ea h

an take the values

1 and the random one is
tL (2) = tD (2) + tR (2) =
with probability 1/3.

delay is 1 and the random one
{0, 1}. Therefore, tL (3) = tD (3) + tR (3) =
values 1 or 2, ea h with probability 1/2.

For the third node the deterministi
is uniformly sele ted from

1 + tR (3),

an take the

The resulting matrix is the following:


P (tL (1) = 0) P (tL (1) = 1)
P = P (tL (2) = 0) P (tL (2) = 1)
P (tL (3) = 0) P (tL (3) = 1)


1/3 1/3 1/3
0
1/3 1/3 1/3 .
= 0
0
1/2 1/2
0

P (tL (1) = 2)
P (tL (2) = 2)
P (tL (3) = 2)


P (tL (1) = 3)
P (tL (2) = 3)
P (tL (3) = 3)
(14)

Then, by using this delay probability matrix, and assuming that all nodes
are in range, we
vehi le

r

v

ompute the probability of a su

in the slot

r , Sv,r , whi

essful transmission by the

h is the probability of vehi le

v

sele ting slot

multiplied by the probability of all the other vehi les sele ting later slots:

Sv,r (P) = P(v, r)

N
Y

j=1,j6=v
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1−

r
X
k=0

!

P(j, k) .

(15)

Then, by addition of the
su

orresponding probabilities we

an obtain the

S

slot (Sr ), the probability of a su

ess probability in a spe i

V

transmission by a parti ular vehi le (Sv ) and the total su

essful

ess probability

(S ):

SrS (P)

=

N
X

Sv,r (P),

(16)

W
X

Sv,r (P),

(17)

v=1

SvV (P) =

r=0

S(P) =

W
N X
X

Sv,r (P),

(18)

i=1 r=0

Next, we

ompute the index (i) of the vehi le that wins the

(on average), provided that the transmission attempt is su

PN

ontention

essful:

SvV (P)
.
S(P)

i=1 i ·

∗

veh (P) =

(19)

The randomly-generated position of the vehi les is stored in a ve tor
Then the position of the winner vehi le, denoted by

pos∗ ,

ve.

is obtained by

interpolating the average index to the position of the vehi les in

ve

with the

nearest ones.
Similarly, the mean slot number when the su

essful transmission starts

is given by the following expe tation:

ts (P) =
On the other hand, in the slot
following situations o
is su

ess in slot

r;

PW
r

there is no pa ket

urs: there is su

or all the nodes

the probability of a

· SrS (P)
.
S(P)

r=0 r

−

r−1
X

ollision before slot

r

−

N X
W
Y

j=1 k=r+1
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r.

r;

there

Therefore,

is:


SkS (P) + Ck (P) −

k=0

SrS (P)

ollision if one of the

hoose their slots after slot

ollision in the slot

Cr (P) = 1 −

ess or

(20)

P(j, k).

(21)

And the mean slot number when the

tc (P) =
where

tc

is dened for

than one node

N ≥2

ompete for the

· Cr (P)
,
1 − S(P)

sin e the
hannel a

σ

(22)

ollision may only happen if more
ess.

ompute the

riti al performan e met-

onsidered emergen y-message s enario: the

Delay (Tacc ) and the End-to-end Delay (Te ), whi
Let

urs is given by:

r=0 r

Now, from the above metri s, we
ri s in the

ollision o

PW

and

LP kt

Mean Channel A ess

h are expressed in se onds.

be the time duration for a slot and a pa ket transmission,

also expressed in se onds.

The Mean A

ess Delay is dened as the aver-

age time from the instant the nodes start trying to send a pa ket until the
beginning of a su

essful transmission. It is

omputed as follows:

Tacc (P) = (E[A(P)] − 1) · (σ · tc (P) + LP kt ) + σ · ts (P),
where
the

E[A(P)] represents the expe

ontention.

(23)

ted number of attempts until a node wins

Let us note that the probability of su

eeding at the

i-th

i−1 S(P). Thus, the expe ted number of attempts is
attempt equals (1−S(P))
P∞
i−1
1
omputed as follows: E[A(P)] =
S(P) = S(P)
, where
i=1 i (1 − S(P))
the last equality is a

onsequen e of the innity sum of a geometri

The number of attempts may be restri ted by a
whi h

hop limit

series.

parameter, in

ase, the summation would be trun ated to su h value.

Finally, the End-to-end Delay is dened as the average delay in urred
by the pa ket to rea h the destination area, whi h in a one-hop s enario is
simply:

Te (P) = Tacc (P) + LP kt .

In order to a

ount for the random vehi le position we have to generate

several repli ations of the vehi le positions, a
distribution,

ording to a given probability

ompute the metri s, and average them over all the repli ations.

That is, the model is evaluated with a Monte Carlo simulation over the
vehi le distributions.
The above metri s are exa t (under the assumptions we made) for a
single-hop network, where all the nodes are in range of ea h other, whi h
makes them suitable for fair

omparisons in a number of ideal situations.

However, we are interested in the performan e of the dierent proposals
in a more realisti

s enario, where the emergen y message has to advan e

multiple hops, until it rea hes an intended destination point,

Dest.

4.3. Performan e Metri s for multi-hop s enarios
In this s enario, the number and positions of the new

ontenders in a

ontention round depend on what happened in all the previous
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ontention

rounds, that is, whi h exa tly are the nodes that won or
rounds. We

ollided in these

annot take advantage of a memoryless model and the analysis

be omes more

omplex. In order to keep it simple, we provide the algorithm

in Fig. 3 to approximate the metri s of interest in a multi-hop s enario. The
rationale for this algorithm is explained next.
We de lare a fun tion

ComputeMetri s(initPos,endPos),

whi h takes as

input parameters the initial and nal position of the hop where the metri s
are to be

omputed.

for the sake of
value of

ve

Rtx ,

There are more input parameters whi h are omitted

larity, but are impli itly used by the fun tion su h as the

the values of

σ

LP kt , the set of positions of all
Dest. This fun tion returns all

and

and the destination point

the vehi les
the metri s

previously dened for a single hop in equations (15) to (23) as well as the

initP os

delay probability matrix

P

For ea h hop we have to

onsider two possible out omes: su

for vehi les within

and

endP os

and two

new metri s pc1 and pc2 whi h are to be referred to as the average position
of the two nodes involved in a pa ket ollision whi h are more distant from
the sour e. The omputation of pc1 and pc2 is provided in the Appendix.
ess or

ollision,

as des ribed next. Finally, sin e we need to weight the hop metri s by the
probability of o

urren e of the out ome and a

UpdateVariables() to

an auxiliary fun tion

Su ess.

Lines 12 to 20.

In

ase of a su

next hop we will be exa tly under the same
so we only have to

ompute the basi

umulate them, we de lare

this purpose.
essful transmission, in the

onditions as in the rst hop,

metri s for the new

ontenders and

weight it by the probability of su

ess and the previous probabilities, whi h

we keep tra k of with the variable

p,

alled the probability of o

the out ome. Then, for ea h hop of the pa ket, the metri s are
and weighted by the probability of o
15).

In summary, in

ase of su

urren e of the su

urren e of
omputed

ess (lines 13 to

ess the behavior is memoryless and we

only have to repeatedly

ompute the metri s for ea h hop and weight them

by the probability of su

ess multiplied by the probabilities of the previous

out omes.
As an example, let us explain the pro ess for the mean
delay. For the sake of

hannel a

ess

larity, we use a subs ript in the variables to show the

iteration number, and we omit in the notation the dependen e of the variables

P
Ta and
p. In the
rst hop we start with p0 = 1 and ompute ComputeMetri s(0,Rtx ), whi h
P
P
Ta =
Ta + Ta,1 ·S1 ·p0
returns Ta,1 = ts,1 ·σ + LP kt , and a umulate it as
P
P
and
p=
p+S1 ·p0 , and then update p1 = p0 ·S1 . That is, we average the
on the matrix

mean a

P.

We keep two auxiliary variables,

P

ess delay of the hop by its probability of o

iteration we

urren e. In the next

ompute again the metri s for the next hop a
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ording to the

Successful reception

Packet collision
Rtx
pc1

pc1 + Rtx

pc2

0

Rtx
A

B

pc2 + Rtx
2Rtx

New contenders

C

D

Figure 2: Top: four nodes transmit simultaneously and reate a ollision. The transmission
range of ea h node involved is shown with an arrow.
involved in the

The segment where the new
su

The position of the two nodes

ollision whi h are more distant from the sour e is shown as
ontenders are lo ated after a pa ket

essful re eption. Nodes in A, B and C

they have experien ed a

pc1

and

pc2 .

ollision is labeled as

ontend again in the next attempt be ause

ollision, whereas nodes in D

ontend for the rst time be ause

they have re eived a new pa ket. Bottom: the segments

onsidered for

omputation of

ollision-related metri s are shown.

average advan e of the pa ket, that is
obtain the mean a

ess time (Ta,2 ) and a

by the produ t of the probability of su
probability of su
mean a

ess (S2

ess time as

Collision.

ComputeMetri s(pos∗1 ,pos∗1 + Rtx ),

1 ). At
P · pP
Ta / p.

umulate it, but now it is weighted

ess in this attempt and the previous

the end of the algorithm we obtain the

Lines 22 to 42. However, in

ase of

ollision the out ome of

the following hop depends on the out ome of the previous one be ause new
ontenders are involved. In fa t, in

ase of

ollision a pa ket always

in the sense that there are nodes that re eive the pa ket
they are in range of one

olliding node but out of range of the other one, as

shown in Fig. 2 for segment D. Let us remark that

only two nodes ollide.

On the

ollide as shown in Fig.

advan es,

orre tly be ause

we do not assume that

ontrary, an arbitrary number of nodes may

2, but the segment of su

essful re eption (D) is

always dened by the relative position of the two nodes involved in a
whi h are more distant from the sour e, that is,
in Fig.

2, after a

B, C and D

pc1

and

pc2 .

As

ollision

an be seen

ollision, in the next try, all the nodes in segments A,

ontend to forward. The out ome of the

depends on the distan e between nodes. Su

ontention resolution

ess of a node in D makes all

nodes in C and some of B defer transmission but nodes in A do not sense
the

hannel busy. So there is a hidden terminal problem. And the other way

round when a node in A wins. On the other hand, a su

ess in C makes all

the rest of nodes defer transmission.
Therefore, in order to take into a
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ount the metri s in

ase of

olli-

sion we approximate this situation by

onsidering only the out omes that

make the pa ket advan e again. Those metri s are

omputed in the fun tion

ComputeCollisionMetri s(pc1 ,pc2 ,P1 ) where pc1
positions of the last two nodes
are

omputed by

and

pc2

are the average

olliding, whi h dene the segment D and

ComputeMetri s.

It returns the

orresponding metri s for

an arbitrary segment, su h as the probability of su

ess in a given segment

H , S H , or the mean hannel a ess delay in ase of su ess in segment H ,
TaH . To ompute these metri s we onstru t an extended delay probability
matrix Pe , whi h in ludes the new ontending nodes, and ompute the su ess probability within two hops, so

terminal probability

in the

expli itly taking into a ount the hidden

omputation of metri s. The details of these

putations are provided in the Appendix. In the algorithm, we
the following relevant

•

ases (lines 22 to 42) and negle t all other out omes:

A node in segment C su

essfully transmits. It wins the

all the rest of nodes trying to a
to a su

ess the hannel. This

ontention to

ase is equivalent

ess but shifted to the position of the winner vehi le,

posC .

update the metri s if we have nished or re ursively start and
a new try with the

•

ompute

essfully transmits. It means that it wins the

ontention to all the nodes in C and B (a
ess in the Appendix) trying to a

ording to the denition of

ess the

hannel. In this

ollision with a node in A is unavoidable. The nodes in
of the winner nodes in A and B experien e a
ee ts of this

We

orresponding parameters.

A node in segment D su
su

om-

onsider only

ase, a

ommon range

ollision. We negle t the

ollision in the metri s for the reasons dis ussed in the

remarks below. The pa ket advan es from the position of the winner,

posD ,

and so we update the metri s if we have nished or re ursively

start and
To

ompute a new try.

ompute the metri s the algorithm in Fig. 3 must be run several times

with dierent randomly-generated node positions in

ve,

and the results are

averaged over all the repli ations. Let us nish with the following remarks:

•

There is no global notion of probability of su
nario, it is a lo al ee t: some nodes may su
while other experien e a

ollision.

ess in a multi-hop s eessfully re eive a pa ket

We adopt a pessimisti

and, in both the algorithm and simulations, we
su

ess only when

pa ket
su

all the nodes

orre tly. A

ess probability

in range of the transmitter re eive the

ording to this

P

S

in

approa h

onsider that there is

onvention, we do not update the

ase of su

ollision with A for some of the nodes.
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ess in D, sin e there is always a

Rtx , Dest, σ, LP kt

Require:

fun tion

and ve.

UpdateVariables(ats,∆pos,po)

⊲ ats : mean
P
P slot number, ∆pos: mean
P Ta = PTa + (ats σ + LP kt ) · po
=
P os + ∆pos · po
P P os P
p=
p + po

2:
4:

position dieren e, po : probability of o urren e

6: end fun tion
fun tion

8:

P

Ta ,

ComputeNextTry
(initPPos, endP os, prevP os, p, Te,n−1 )
P
P

P

Te ,
S,
P os ← 0,
p ← 0, Te ← Te,n−1
P
P
Initialize a umulation
variables.
Mean
TaP
and Te ,
P
P a ess and end-to-end delays,
su ess probability, S , mean position, P os and probabilities of o urren e, p
⊲

10:

prevP os + Rtx < Dest do
∗
S
, pc2 , P ←
P , pc1P
P, ts , pos
,
p←
T
P a PP os,
S=
S + (S · p)
Te = Te + ts σ + LP kt

while

12:
14:

ComputeMetri s(initP os, endP os)
UpdateVariables(ts , pos∗ − prevP os, S · p)
⊲

Update a umulation variables

16:
if

18:

∗
pos
⊲
P + Rtx > Dest then
Te = P
Te · (SP· p) P
P P
P P
P
return
S/ p,
Ta / p,
P os/ p,
Te / p

20:

end if

22:

D
C
C
C
S D , tD
s , pos , S , ts , pos ←

24:

if

26:
28:

Che k if we have nished

ComputeCollisionMetri s(pc1 , pc2 , P)

⊲ Compute Metri s for Collision
C
pos
Rtx > Dest
P +P
P then
C
C
(ts + tC
s , pos − prevP os, S · (1 − S) · p)
P Ta , PP os, Cp ←
S
=
S
+
(S
·
(1
−
S)
·
p)
P
C
Te = (Te + (ts + tC
s )σ + LP kt ) · (S · (1 − S) · p)
⊲ Update a umulation variables in ase of su ess in segment C

UpdateVariables

else

30:

⊲

ComputeNextTry(posC , posC + Rtx , S C · (1 − S) · p, Te + (tCs σ + LP kt ))
Re ursively ompute the next try starting from the position of the winner vehi le in C

32:

end if

34:

if

36:
38:

D
pos
Rtx > Dest
P +P
P then
D
D · (1 − S) · p)
P os,
p←
(ts + tD
s , pos − pc2 , S
P Ta ,
D · (1 − S) · p)
Te = (Te + (ts + tD
s )σ + LP kt ) · (S
⊲ Update a umulation variables in ase of su ess in segment

UpdateVariables

D

else

⊲

40:

ComputeNextTry(posD , posD + Rtx , S D · (1 − S) · p, Te + (tDs σ + LP kt ))
Re ursively ompute the next try starting from the position of the winner vehi le in D
end if

42:

prevP os = initP os ← pos∗ , endP os ← pos∗ + Rtx , p ← (S · p)
⊲ Update pa ket position, hop limits and probability

44:

of o urren e

end while

46: end fun tion

ComputeNextTry(0, Rtx , 1, 0)
Figure 3: Algorithm for

•

⊲

Initialization of the algorithm

omputation of multi-hop metri s.

Due to the above reason, the metri s have to be weighted by the number of nodes that a tually would measure them.
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It is done in the

fun tions though, for the sake of

larity, we do not show it in the al-

gorithm in Fig. 3. In addition, in the last hop, the mean a

•

returned by

ComputeMetri s

a

essive

ount su

ess delay

is that of eq. (23) in order to take into

ollisions in the last hop.

The out omes we negle t

ontribute mainly to the mean

hannel a

ess

delay and the position of the winner vehi le, whereas have less inuen e
on the end-to-end delay.

•

Our evaluation framework provides enough exibility to extend it to
several s enarios and dene alternative performan e metri s. In fa t,
the

omputation of the metri s in

stitute

P

by

Pe

ase of

and sum over the

in the Appendix. The a

ura y

ollision only requires to sub-

orresponding indexes, as dis ussed

ould be enhan ed by

onsidering a -

tual distan es between vehi les, though it is left as future work.
addition to that, dierent distributions for vehi le positions

In

ould also

be used seamlessly.
As we show in Se tion 5.2, our simulation results validate this approximation
even though in the simulations are in luded more realisti
SINR evaluation or

ee ts, su h as,

apture ee ts.

5. Validation and performan e evaluation results
In this se tion we verify the
perform a

orre tness of our analyti al model and

omparative study between some of the sele ted proto ols, as well

as an evaluation of the inuen e of dierent parameters on the performan e
metri s.
The proto ols

onsidered in the

2, in luding a standard

omparative study are shown in Table

ontention pro edure labeled as Uniform. We ex-

lude from the evaluation those proto ols that need too mu h extra

ontext

information, ex ept for Fast Broad ast, for whi h we have implemented the
transmission range estimation. We
ategory and we use a parameter,

onsider at least one proto ol from ea h

K , to homogenize the size of the

windows for the dierent proto ols, trying to make the

ontention

omparative study

as fair as possible. All the values are presented in Table 2 as a fun tion of
the parameter

K.

For the proposals based on position we assume they know

their position exa tly, and those based on groups use a number of

m groups.

For EDCA* we have dened a map that repli ates that of Smart Broad ast,
that is, there are

m groups and higher priority

to more distant groups.
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a

ess

ategories are assigned

Table 2: Deterministi
ation

delays and

ontention window sizes for the proto ols under evalu-

Proto ol

Delay and ontention window size

Uniform

tD = DIF S , CW = 2K − 1

Fast Broad ast

tD = DIF S
CWmin = K − 1

CWmax = 4K − 1
AIF SN [0] = 9, CW [0] = 2K − 1
AIF SN [1] = 6, CW [1] = 2K − 1

EDCA*

AIF SN [2] = 3, CW [2] = K − 1
AIF SN [3] = 2, CW [3] = K/2 − 1
tD = DIF S

Smart Broad ast(with m = 4)

I1 = [0, K − 1], I2 = [K, 2K − 1]
I3 = [2K, 3K − 1], I4 = [3K, 4K − 1]

Sift

tD = DIF S , CW = 2K − 1

COMIC

tD = DIF S , CW = 2K − 1

Table 3: Parameters used in the evaluation

Parameter

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

λ

[0.03, 0.27] veh/m

0.21 veh/m

K

16

[16, 64]

LP kt

768 µs

σ

9 µs

DIFS
SIFS

28 µs

Rtx

300 m

dist(Dest)

600 m

Hop Limit (HL)

10

10 µs

To validate our analysis, we have simulated the pro edures with the OMNeT++ network simulator and its inemanet 2.0 extension [26℄. In the simulations, the sour e sends a new pa ket every 10 s. All the simulations are run
for 5000 s and all the s enarios, for every vehi le density, have been repliated with dierent seeds. For all the metri s, their 95%
have been

onden e intervals

omputed and are shown as error bars in the gures. Let us note

that there are slight dieren es in the simulation with respe t to the ideal
situation analyzed in previous se tions. The simulations are more realisti
in the sense that nodes involved in a pa ket

ollision are not aware of the

ollision. Sin e there are no a knowledgments or error re overy, the involved
nodes do not parti ipate in a retransmission.
The evaluation is

ondu ted for the s enario des ribed at the beginning

of the present se tion, varying the vehi le density and the size of the
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on-

tention windows (with the parameter
used for the performan e metri s
We

K ).

The values of the parameters

omputation are enumerated in Table 3.

onsider no ba kground data tra , so that only the broad ast message

is propagated over the network. The impa t of node mobility is disregarded
in this paper, sin e the variation of node positions is negligible for the duration of a pa ket ex hange

3

and it has a minor inuen e on the performan e

of message broad ast with high data rates and short safety message lengths
[27℄.

5.1. Single-hop S enarios
First, we validate our model in a single-hop s enario with a deterministi
free-spa e signal propagation model, where all the nodes are in range of ea h
other. Therefore, all the proposals based on knowledge of the transmit range,

Rtx ,

are using the exa t value. Fig. 4 shows the performan e metri s

om-

puted for dierent values of the vehi le density, while keeping the parameter

K

xed to 16. The lines represent the results of our analyti

model, averaged

over 50 Poisson vehi le distributions per density, whereas the marks refer to
the results obtained from the OMNeT++ simulation, with 30 repli ations
per density. We only show results for su
of the winner vehi le and average a

ess probability, average position

ess delay.

As expe ted our performan e model approximates very well all the performan e metri s, in spite of being more pessimisti . The mean square errors
between our model and simulations do not ex eed 0.07 for the probability
of su
a

ess, 6 m for the mean forwarder position and 353

ess delay. As we said, for proposals prone to

fewer nodes parti ipate in su
whi h in reases the su

µs

for the mean

ollision, su h as EDCA*,

essive retransmissions (as expe ted in reality),

ess probability and de reases the mean a

ess delay

measured by the simulations. This is the reason for the dieren es observed
between the analysis and simulation, spe ially for high vehi le densities. In
Fig. 4(a), we

an see how the Sift proto ol outperforms the rest of them with

respe t to su

ess probability, sin e it is an approximation of the optimal dis-

tribution that

an be used in this s enario. EDCA*, on the

ontrary, shows

poor performan e due to the use of too small window sizes and overlapped
CW ranges, whereas Smart Broad ast benets from greater window sizes
and disjoint

ontention windows.

and EDCA*, the poor su

3

In the

ases of Uniform, Fast Broad ast

ess probability is ree ted in high a

ess delays,

In 10 ms, whi h is above the maximum end-to-end delay we obtain, a vehi le moving

at 32 m/s only advan es 0.32 m.
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2

EDCA* (Simulation)
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1.5
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Sift (Analysis)
1

Sift (Simulation)
COMIC (Analysis)
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0
0.03
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0.12
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0.18
Vehicle density (veh/m)

0.21

( ) Average delay for one su

0.24
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essful trans-

(d) Legend.

mission (s).

Figure 4: Performan e metri s for vehi le densities varying between
and parameter

K = 16.

as shown in Fig.

4( ).

However, the high su

COMIC is the reason for their low a
both

0.03

and

0.27 veh/m

Single-hop s enario with all vehi les in range.

ess probability of Sift and

ess delay, and more importantly, in

ases it is independent of the vehi le density, whereas the performan e

of the other proposals noti eably degrades as the number of vehi les in range
in reases.
However, as we said before, Sift and COMIC, being general-purpose proposals, do not take into a

ount the position of the nodes.

the vehi les have equal probability of su

Therefore, all

ess, and so the average position

of the winner vehi le is in the middle of the range. On the

ontrary, both

Smart Broad ast and EDCA*, and to a lesser extent Fast Broad ast, a hieve
their goal of in reasing the average advan e of the pa ket,

su ess.

It is shown in Fig. 4(b), where a higher value is
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provided there is

onsidered better,
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Parameter K
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1
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essful transmission.

Uniform
Fast Broadcast
EDCA*
Smart Broadcast
Sift
COMIC

2.6

24

32

40
Parameter K

48
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(b) Average delay for one su

64

essful trans-

mission (s).

Figure 5: Performan e metri s for parameter
density xed to

0.21 veh/m.

K

varying between 16 and 64 with vehi le

Single-hop s enario with all the vehi les in range.

sin e in an emergen y warning s enario and other situations it is usually
assumed that the warning message has to advan e as qui kly as possible.
Obviously in a single-hop situation pa ket advan e is irrelevant, so we have
to turn to multi-hop s enarios to nd if this optimization is a real advantage
for geo-routing or it is simply better to a hieve a high su

ess probability.

Before dis ussing multi-hop s enarios we examine the inuen e of the
ontention window size on the proposals. On e our model is validated, we
an safely evaluate further experiments without requiring simulations. Fig. 5
illustrates the performan e metri s

omputed for dierent values of the

tention window size, while keeping the vehi le density xed to
Again, the

omputation is

50 repli ations per

on-

0.21 veh/m.

ondu ted through a Monte Carlo simulation with

ontention window size and the 95%

onden e intervals

are shown as error bars.
The su
the

ess probability in reases for all the proposals when in reasing

ontention window size, and it is more stable for the Sift and COMIC

proto ols. In fa t, ex ept for them, the rest of proto ols
higher

learly benet from

ontention window sizes, redu ing signi antly the

hannel a

ess

delay. Obviously, the small extra delay due to higher window sizes is amply
ompensated by avoiding the delay due to
on the

ollisions. For Sift and COMIC,

ontrary, the delay is slightly higher. This is due to the denition of

the distribution for the slot sele tion, whi h

on entrates the probability on

the last slot (Sift) or on the middle one (COMIC), and therefore it grows
with the

ontention window size. As expe ted, the inuen e of the

ontention

window size on the position of the forwarder is not signi ant and it does
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not appear in the gure.

5.2. Multi-hop S enarios
In this

ase vehi les are lo ated on a road segment of 600 m of length

and we set a deterministi
range

Rtx = 300

been s aled up,

m.

free-spa e propagation model with transmission

These parti ular values are arbitrary and

onsidering that the total number of

what have inuen e in the results.

ould have

ontending vehi les is

In real deployments one should prob-

ably expe t higher transmission ranges.

We think that two hops is also a

reasonable distan e as range for emergen y messages, though the evaluation
framework

an be used with more hops. This s enario has also been simu-

lated with OMNET++ with the same settings: the sour e sends a message
every 10 s and simulations are run for 5000 s. All the simulations have been
repli ated 40 times to better

apture the inuen e of position on the result.

The rest of parameters are shown in Table 3.

For our algorithm a Monte

Carlo simulation is run and averaged over 40 repli ations per density.
In Fig.
hannel a

6 we show the results again for probability of su

ess, average

ess delay, average position of the winner vehi le and we have

added the relevant metri

end-to-end delay. First, as

an be observed again

the simulations validate our evaluation model, in parti ular our approximation for multi-hop s enarios. The mean square errors between the evaluation
and the simulations do not ex eed 0.031 for probability of su
for position, 115

µs

end-to-end delay.
yet a

for mean

hannel a

ess delay and 97

µs

ess, 15.4 m
for the mean

Therefore, our evaluation framework provides a simple

urate tool to test this type of proposals.

In a later se tion we ex-

emplify its utility also as a design tool for alternative proposals made up as
ombinations of the

onsidered ones.

Regarding the performan e of the dierent me hanisms, there is little
variation with respe t to the
of su

assign su
of su

on lusions stated for one hop. The probability

ess has de reased for all of them, but it should be re alled that we only
ess when all the nodes in range re eive the pa ket. The probability

ess for Sift and COMIC remains remarkably high be ause it is almost

independent of the number of
average

hannel a

ontenders [9℄. This is again ree ted in the

ess delay.

It is also relevant for the end-to-end delay although not as mu h as should
be expe ted. As

an be seen in Fig. 6(d), the benets of making the pa ket

advan e as mu h as possible are only noti eable for low vehi le densities. For
EDCA* and Fast Broad ast the delay penalties due to the high number of
pa ket

ollisions take over any advantage due to making the pa ket advan e

as mu h as possible, ex ept for very low vehi le densities, even though the
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Figure 6: Performan e metri s for vehi le densities between
parameter

K = 16.

end-to-end delay benets from advan e in
this metri
hannel a

0.03

Multi-hop s enario with a length of 600 m and

lower than expe ted if it was

ase of

and 0.27 veh/m
Rtx = 300 m.

and

ollision, whi h makes

omputed as the sum of the average

ess delay over the number of hops.

Let us also remark that the real goal for an emergen y warning should be
to rea h as many vehi les in the vi inity as possible, that is, inform all nodes,
rather than to qui kly rea h a distant lo ation. In this sense, a hieving lower
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end-to-end delays may be misleading be ause in a pa ket

ollision the pa ket

may be re eived by a distant neighbor but lost for most of the
However, we have
ideal

hannel

loser ones.

he ked, though is not shown in the gures, that under

onditions, the time to inform all nodes is a tually only slightly

higher than the end-to-end delay. The reason is: for the proposals that do
not take into a

ount the position of the forwarders (Uniform, Sift, COMIC)

the position of the nodes that determine the advan e in
(pc1 and

pc2 )

are quite separated, around 2/3 of

Rtx

ase of

ollision

whi h implies that

around 2/3 of the vehi les in the following hop are informed even when a
ollision o

urs. On the

ontrary, the proposals that tend to

on entrate the

forwarders in a more distant se tor also result in a narrower area of

orre t

pa ket re eption and do not benet from this ee t.
The overall

on lusion from the above dis ussion is that, for this kind

of emergen y appli ations, it is preferable to a hieve better probability of
su

ess rather than trying to make the pa ket advan e as mu h as possible,

espe ially when the latter requires an in rease in the
plementation.

Moreover, these delay penalties due to

omplexity of the imollisions depend on

the pa ket size, so for greater sizes one should expe t worse results. On the
ontrary, in reasing the

ontention window size results in a general improve-

ment for high vehi le densities and it tends to equalize the performan e of
the proposals.

6. Evaluation of Alternative Proposals
Our performan e evaluation framework

an be used as a qui k design tool

for new or alternative proposals. In this se tion we exemplify it and test the
use of

ombined pro edures in order to obtain the best of ea h one. More

spe i ally, we wish to obtain a method with su h a high and stable su

ess

probability as the Sift distribution, while getting a forwarder positioned as
far as possible. To this aim we proposed in [25℄ two modi ations to the Sift
distribution whi h improve its performan e with respe t to the position of
the forwarder, but not to the mean a
the results of

ess delay. Here we additionally test

ombining the Smart Broad ast and the Fast Broad ast with

the Sift distribution.
Next, we briey des ribe the two proposals in [25℄, as well as the new
ones.

• Weighted Sift
The rst approa h

onsists of weighting the Sift distribution a

ording

to the respe tive position of vehi les within the transmission range of
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the sour e node, assigning a higher su
tant nodes. For ea h
the slot

j

where

γi

v,

the probability of

hoosing

j = 0, . . . , CW − 1
j = CW

(24)

is given by:

g(i, j) =
gCW

in eq.

ess probability to the more dis-

ontending vehi le

(

γi · gCW (j),
PCW −1
1 − γi k=0
gCW (k),

is the Sift probability distribution over

(12).

CW

slots, as dened

The details on how to properly sele t the

an be found in [25℄. Let us note that in this

oe ients

ase the

ontention

window size is xed but ea h vehi le uses a slightly dierent

ontention

distribution.

• Per Groups Sift
The se ond method proposed in [25℄ is a variation of overlapped

on-

tention windows. In parti ular, as we assume the priority is given by
the position, we divide the transmission range into

m

intervals. The

group of vehi les lo ated in ea h of these intervals sele t their

on-

tention slots by using the Sift probability distribution with dierent
values for the
ities).

ontention window size (lower values for higher prior-

Therefore, for ea h group of vehi les

asso iate a

ontention window size

CWGj .

Gj , j ∈ {1, . . . , m},

we

Hen e, the probability dis-

tribution used by all the vehi les in that group is the following:

hCWGj (r) = gCWGj (r), r ∈ {1, . . . , CWGj },
gCWGj

where

is the Sift probability distribution over

(25)

CWGj

slots, as

dened in eq. (12). Let us note that this pro edure is similar to Smart
Broad ast but with overlapped

ontention windows and a dierent dis-

tribution.

• Fast Broad ast + Sift
In this

ase the

ontention window for ea h vehi le is

omputed a -

ording to its position with eq. (4), as in the Fast Broad ast proto ol.
However, instead of sele ting the random delay
vehi le uses the

orresponding Sift distribution

tR (v) uniformly, ea
over CW (v) slots.

h

• Smart Broad ast + Sift
Similarly, in this proposal ea h group of vehi les is assigned a

on-

tention window as in the Smart Broad ast proto ol, but the random
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Figure 7: Performan e metri s for new proposals for vehi le densities between

0.27 veh/m

and

delay

tR

K = 16

0.03

and

in a multi-hop s enario.

is sele ted using the Sift distribution instead of the Uniform

one.
To qualitatively assess the evaluation time savings with respe t to the
regular simulation approa h,
proposals: one only needs to

onsider the pro ess of evaluation of this new
onstru t the delay probability matrix

P for the

alternative proposal and simply pass it as parameter to the Matlab s ripts
whi h

ompute the performan e metri s (both single and multi-hop). That

is, ea h new proposal requires only its
This is not usually a

orresponding matrix to be evaluated.

omplex task, provided the proto ol des ription is

lear.

For instan e, to evaluate COMIC instead of Sift we would only need to substitute the probability of

hoosing a slot with eq. (13) in the
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orresponding

elements of the matrix. It provides a rather qui kly method for evaluation
of iterative modi ations to an initial design.
Fig. 7 we show the resulting performan e metri s for the des ribed proposals, as well as for the usual Sift, Fast Broad ast and Smart Broad ast
proto ols, in order to

ompare them. These performan e metri s are

om-

puted for dierent values of the vehi le density parameter and

K = 16.

results reveal that all the new proposals a hieve a higher su

ess probabil-

The

ity than the original ones for Fast Broad ast and Smart Broad ast, getting
loser to the Sift su

ess probability and a hieving a similar stability with

respe t to the number of vehi les.
Regarding the average winner vehi le, or forwarder position, the improvement is even more signi ant. For the Weighted Sift, the Fast Broad ast +
Sift and the Per Groups Sift, the forwarder position is farther than for Sift
and Fast Broad ast. On the other hand, a slightly lower distan e is a hieved
for the Smart Broad ast + Sift, but the latter results in mu h higher su
probabilities and lower
A

hannel a

ess and end-to-end delays.

ording to these results the intended goals are a

seems reasonable to

ess

omplished, and it

ombine Smart Broad ast and Sift, sin e the implemen-

tation may be simpler than for the other ones. In any

ase, our main goal

in this se tion has been to show the usefulness of our framework as a qui k
(no need of simulations) evaluation and design tool.

7. Realisti s enarios
Up to this point, we have

ompared the

ontention me hanisms that

involve random pro edures under ideal assumptions, su h as deterministi
free-spa e propagation. In this se tion we evaluate the standard CBF spe i ation [4℄ implemented at the network layer and introdu e more realisti
ee ts. On the one hand, it has been shown that radio propagation in vehi ular networks is subje t to strong fading [28℄. In that

ase, the assumptions

for our evaluation model do not hold anymore, sin e there is a
nodes in the

lose vi inity of a

ontender do not sense the

han e that

hannel busy and

defer transmission. Therefore, we have simulated the proposals, as well as
the standard CBF, using a more realisti

fading model.

use the Nakagami-

an model a wide

m

hannel

distribution, whi h

In parti ular, we
lass of fading

onditions and ts well the empiri al data [28℄. The noise level is

set to -110 dBm and the sensitivity to -85 dBm. In addition, the simulator
takes into a

ount

apture ee ts, sin e pa kets are only dis arded when the

Signal to Interferen e Noise Ratio (SINR) is below 4 dB. On the other hand,

both real timers and lo ation information have a
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ertain a

ura y.

These
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Figure 8: Performan e metri s for vehi le densities between
parameter

K = 16.

0.03

and

0.27 veh/m
m = 1.

and

Multi-hop s enario with Nakagami-m fading model with

ee ts may have parti ular inuen e on the deterministi

CBF algorithm

and have been simulated as well.
Performan e metri s for the previous proposals in a strong fading s e-

m

nario, modeled by Nakagamien e of strong fading the basi

with

m =1,

are shown in Fig.

arrier sense medium a

neighbor nodes may not sense the

8.

In pres-

ess is broken, sin e

hannel busy due to transmissions. The

probability of re eption de reases with the distan e to the sour e, and with
the simulated parameters, on average, 12% of nodes in the

Rtx

range do

not re eive a given transmission [29℄. Therefore, spe i ally designed MAC
me hanisms have little inuen e on most of the evaluated metri s. Let us
re all that, in realisti
and so we

situations, pa ket

ollisions are experien ed lo ally

annot use the global notion of probability of su

ess anymore.

Therefore, we use average delays to evaluate these s enarios. As
in Fig.

an be seen

8(b) and 8( ), both the average time to inform all nodes and the
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Figure 9: Performan e metri s of GeoNetworking for vehi le densities between

0.27 veh/m

and parameter

fading model with

m = 1.

K = 16.

Clo k a

0.03

and

Multi-hop s enario with free-spa e and Nakagami-m
ura y set to

1µs

and position a

ura y set to

1 m.

average end-to-end delay are almost independent of the MAC me hanism
in use. Strong fading a tually benets the end-to-end delay sin e there is a
han e that pa kets rea h dire tly the destination even if it is out of the ideal
deterministi

range

Rtx

of the forwarder. In addition, as dis ussed before,

pa ket always ee tively advan es, even in the presen e of

ollisions.

The

overall result is that end-to-end delay is pra ti ally independent of the MAC
me hanism and the vehi le density.

On the

ontrary, vehi le density has

more inuen e on the time to get all nodes informed. As in the ideal
is dire tly related to the average

hannel a

ase, it

ess delay, and it in reases with

the vehi le density, but there is little dieren e between proposals.
If we look at the average

hannel a

ess delay in Fig. 8(a), proposals with

good performan e in ideal s enarios, su h as Smart Broad ast and Smart
Broad ast + Sift, remarkably in rease their
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hannel a

ess delay in realisti

s enarios.

The

ause of this performan e degradation is a tually the fa t

that they have been designed to maximize the distan e of the forwarder
to the sour e. A

ordingly, the more distant nodes sele t earlier slots, win

ontention and transmit, but then, sin e re eption probability de reases with
the distan e, nodes
sensing the

loser to the sour e have a higher probability of not

hannel busy by the far away transmitters and so they also

transmit, generating

ollisions.

On the

ontrary, in the proposals that do

not attempt to maximize the pa ket advan e, the forwarder is at the middle
of the range on average and so its transmission has a higher probability
of being sensed by the surrounding nodes.

That is, the MAC me hanism

works properly more frequently. As the vehi le density in reases, there are
simply more pa ket
probability of su

ollisions, though the use of Sift slightly improves the

ess in the group

loser to the sour e for Smart Broad ast

+ Sift.
The

on lusion from these results is that any new proposal whi h intends

to optimize the operation of GeoNetworking must take into a
design the ee ts of realisti
next, the basi
under realisti

ount in its

radio propagation models. In fa t, as we dis uss

CBF proto ol spe ied by the standard works remarkably well
onditions.

GeoNetworking CBF spe ies that upon re eption of a pa ket, nodes

to, whose value depends on the distan e to the
e, that is, to(v) = maxT ime+ (minT ime− maxT ime)dist(xs , xi )/Rtx .

start a deterministi
sour

timer,

The goal is to sele t the most distant node as next forwarder. The standard
spe ied parameters are
set

Rtx = 300 m to

maxT ime = 100 ms and minT ime = 1 ms, and we

ompare with previous proposals. Nodes use the standard

IEEE 802.11p as MAC layer with a
we show the average

hannel a

ontention window of 32 slots. In Fig. 9

ess delay, average time to inform all vehi les

and average end-to-end delay for the standard GeoNetworking CBF. From
these results it is

lear that CBF GeoNetworking works well in all the

ases.

Moreover, its performan e improves as the vehi le density in reases, sin e
there are more nodes available to forward the pa kets. Limited a

ura y in

vehi le position and timers has little inuen e on the performan e.

Delay

values are higher than for MAC implementations, as expe ted, but they
a tually depend on the

ongured values for

there is margin for tuning them.
free-spa e

maxT ime

and

minT ime,

and

Let us just mention that, for the ideal

ase, there are s enarios for the standard GeoNetworking CBF

where no pa ket is a tually transmitted. The reason is that the parti ular
xed positions of the vehi les result in

ontinuous

ollisions. However, this

pathologi al s enarios should be very rare in dynami al situations.
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8. Con lusions
In this paper we provide a new performan e evaluation methodology
and fair

omparison of the most relevant MAC-network

als for e ient geo-routing in the

ross-layer propos-

ontext of vehi ular networks.

Dierent

ontention-based me hanisms are des ribed and a unied formal des ription
is extra ted. This formal des ription is later used in a
for their performan e analysis in the

ommon framework

riti al s enario of emergen y messages

delivery. As a novelty, our performan e model allows to analyze the
whi h ea h vehi le sele ts its
it is exible enough to a

ase in

ontention slot in a dierent way. Moreover,

ommodate the evaluation of multi-hop ee ts by

simple extensions of the delay probability matrix.
This model has been used to rigorously evaluate the sele ted proposals
both in single-hop and multi-hop s enarios under ideal propagation

ondi-

tions. Additionally, the evaluation has also been done by simulation, whose
results further validate our approa h.

The evaluation shows the strengths

and weaknesses of the dierent me hanisms and allows to
most

ases it is preferable to a hieve better su

on lude that in

ess probability rather than

trying to make the pa ket advan e as mu h as possible, at least for small
ontention window sizes. We have also evaluated the proposals under more
realisti

hannel fading

our model

onditions. This has been done by simulation, sin e

annot be dire tly applied to these

ases. In this situation, how-

ever, there is a tually little dieren e in the performan e of the proto ols. In
fa t, those proposals whi h attempt to maximize the progress of the pa ket
suer a noti eable degradation in performan e.
si

On the

ontrary, the ba-

CBF proto ol spe ied by the GeoNetworking standard performs well in

most of the
A

ases.

ording to these results, our next step is to modify our analyti al model

to introdu e realisti

radio propagation ee ts. In this

ase, major modi-

ations of our model are needed sin e the re eption probabilities depend on
the positions of the re eivers and there is no global notion of probability
of su
a

ess.

We plan also to work on new MAC proposals whi h take into

ount those ee ts in their design.
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Appendix A. Computation of pc1 and pc2
In this se tion we show how to
of

ompute the performan e metri s in

ase

ollision of a multi-hop s enario.
Two vehi les

in slot

r

i

and

j

are the more distant vehi les involved in a

if the following

onditions are met: (1) Both

(2) no other vehi le sele ts a slot previous to
and

j,

and no vehi le after

j,

sele ts slot

r.

r

i

j

and

ollision

sele t slot

r;
i

and (3) no vehi le between

From them we

an express the

orresponding probability as:

G(i, j, r) = P(i, r) · P(j, r) ·
N
Y

·

1−

l=i+1,l6=j

Then, summing over

r

r
X

i−1
Y

k=1

1−
!

r−1
X
s=1

!

P(k, s) ·

P(l, s) .

s=1

we obtain the probability that

more distant vehi les whi h

(A.1)

ollide in any slot. And we

i

and

j

are the

ompute the average

indexes summing over all the vehi les:

E(i) =

N
N X
X
i=1 j=1

E(j) =

N
N X
X
i=1 j=1

Finally, we interpolate

pc1

and

E(j)

to obtain

E(i)

W
X
G(i, j, r))
i·(
r=0

(A.2)

W
X
G(i, j, r)).
j·(
r=0

to its

orresponding position in

ve

to obtain

pc2 .

Appendix B. Computation of the ollision metri s
We start from the delay probability matrix
involved in the

P

orresponding to the nodes

ollision, that is, the nodes in the segment between the pre-

vious sour e and
2. The additional

Rtx ,

whi h

orresponds to segments A, B and C in Fig.

ontenders in the next attempt resulting from the

re eption of the pa ket are the nodes between
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pc1 + Rtx

and

orre t

pc2 + Rtx ,

that

is, those in segment D a

ording to Fig. 2. We

sponding delay probability matrix
metri s of all the vehi les

PD .

an

In order to

ontending after a

orre-

ollision, that is, all vehi les in

segments A, B, C and D shown in Fig. 2, we
for the probability of sele ting a given delay,

onstru t their

ompute the relevant

onstru t an extended matrix

Pe ,

simply

on atenating both

delay probability matri es:

Pe =




P
.
PD

(B.1)

Therefore, the dimension of this new matrix

Pe

the total number of vehi les in all the segments and
we have the extended matrix, the

Ne × We , where Ne is
We = maxi tL (v). On e

is

omputation of the performan e metri s is

analogous to those of eq. (15) to (23) but using the extended matrix and the
indexes

orresponding to the vehi les involved in ea h

examples of this

ase. As illustrative

onsider the following two. First, there is su

ess in segment

C when a vehi le in that segment transmits before any other vehi le in that
or any other segment. A

ordingly, the probability of su

segment C whi h sele ts slots

C
Sv,r
(Pe )

r

ess of a vehi le in

be omes:

Ne
Y

= Pe (i, r)

1−

j=1,j6=i
whi h has the same form as eq.

r
X

!

Pe (j, k) ,

k=0

(15), but now the

(B.2)

omputation of the

S,C
), for a spe i
ess for segment C in a spe i slot (Sr
V,C
C
vehi le (Sv
) and the total probability (S ) has to be summed only over

probability of su
the indexes

orresponding to the vehi les in C, that is:

S C (Pe ) =

We
XX

C
Sv,r
(Pe ).

(B.3)

i∈C r=0

Similarly, we dene that there is su

ess in segment D when a vehi le in

that segment transmits before any vehi le in segments B and C. Sin e nodes
in segment A are not in range of nodes in segment D a
by some of the nodes is unavoidable.
inuen e on the metri s. In this

v

in D in slot

r

has to be

ollision experien ed

As dis ussed before we negle t its

ase, the probability of su

ess of a vehi le

omputed ex luding nodes in A, that is:

D
Sv,r
(Pe ) = Pe (i, r)

Y

j∈(B,C,D),j6=i
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1−

r
X
k=0

!

Pe (j, k) ,

(B.4)

and the total probability of su

ess in segment D be omes:

S D (Pe ) =

We
XX

D
Sv,r
(Pe ).

(B.5)

i∈D r=0
The rest of metri s

an be

omputed in the same way. Let us note that

the indexes of the nodes that belong to ea h segment are dire tly obtained
on e the indexes (position) of the more distant nodes involved in a
are

ollision

omputed in eq. (A.2) above.
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